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problem. Furthermore, the programming involved is simple enough to be assigned

as a laboratory exercise in a numerical analysis course. As an example, quadrature

formulae adapted to a logarithmically singular kernel are given.
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Quadrature Formulas Using Derivatives

By Lawrence F. Shampine

For k odd, we shall derive a new quadrature formula of the type

fix) dx £ 2   £   i._rL [1 - e,] + £ aAfixt) + f(-*«)],
1 y=o      (¿J +  1)! 1-1

which is exact for all polynomials of degree up to im + k — 2. A similar formula

holds for k even. The formulas closely resemble those of Hammer and Wicke [1]:

for k odd,

Íi (*-i)/2   f!-2''>(r\\ m
fix)dx^2    £ 2 m + T,al[fM(xl) +/<»(-»,)],

i i-o    i¿] + 1)!      /=i

and a similar formula for k even. Their formulas require the use of nonclassical

orthogonal polynomials. The formulas stated above are derived very simply with

the use of Jacobi polynomials and would, presumably, be useful in situations similar

to those envisioned by Hammer and Wicke.

fix) can be split into even and odd parts. The form of the formula is such as to

integrate the odd part exactly. Let us write fix) in the form

/<«>-rÄ«,
i-o    (2,7) !
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which is certainly valid for polynomials, and let us define the polynomial Pix) as

the terms through degree k — 1 of the series.

ffix)dx = 2 £ T^n+i   £ /-7^^^
•Li i-i    (2j + 1)!      J-i (*+i)/2    (2,?)!

This last integral may be written as

I - j[ /+1G(x) dx = 2 f ulk+1)l2Fiu) du

= 2-™»£(1 + y^'Fiy) dy,

where G is a polynomial in x2. We evaluate this by an m-point formula of highest

degree of precision. It is of Gauss-Jacobi type and it is known [2, p. Ill ff.] that

/»l m

il + y)(k+1)l2Fiy) dy ^ZbiFiyi),
J-i ¡-i

where y¡ are the roots of the Jacobi polynomial Pm(0,(t+1)/2)(j/) ; the bi are found, as

usual, from the polynomials, x2 = ut •= |(1 + ?//).

m m

/ = 2 £ W(n;) = £6,[G(i,) + Gi-xi)].
i-i i-i

Now

Let

Then

xk+1Gix) = /(at) - Pix).

ai = ——t ,    noting that no    xt = 0.

/ = £o,[/(af,) + /(-*,)] - 2£aiP(x/).
i=i i-i

m m (k-l)/2 /6y)//\\

2£a,PU) =2£a«    £   /—^ *,*.
¡=i i=i j=o      (¿j;!

With the definition

cj = (jy + D £ ft,»!*-*-1,      j = o, i, • • •, IzJ
i-i 2    ,

we obtain the formula stated.
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